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‘Mr. President, What Shall We Do
With Jerusalem?’

Marc Herman

The American president has a problem. When Zechariah saw the vision of all the
nations gathered against Jerusalem, he could have been reading today’s news. As he said,
it has become “a burdensome stone
for all people.”
From the new U.S. president
and his secretary of state, to the
European Union, to the dozens of
Muslim nations, to even the Pope,
the “Jewish problem” is foremost on
their minds.
The new Israeli president,
Benjamen Netanyahu, states flatly
that Jerusalem shall never be
divided. This flies in the face of the
rest of the world who is pushing
for a “two-state solution” with half
of Jerusalem as capital of the Arab
The Temple Mount, past home to the
“Palestinian” state.
Jewish Temples and current home to the
Then comes the pope to visit.
Dome of the Rock and Al-Aqsa Mosque, is
He not only backs the two-state
one of today’s most contested religious sites.
idea but continues to expound the
position that the only solution is
See Jerusalem... page 14

FREE—TAKE ONE

Tract Racks Saturate
Community with Gospel

Five years ago, Pastor Jerry Campbell of
Abundant Life Baptist Church decided to see
what he could do to seed more gospel into
his community in rural Indiana. He knew
that Jesus said not everyone would respond
to the gospel, but that He wanted us to make
See Free Take One page 2
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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Free Take One...
From Page 1
sure everyone was told. Pastor Campbell also
knew that he could not reach everyone by
preaching or one-on-one witnessing.
A long-time fan of Chick tracts, he
had learned that if he could get one into
everyone’s hand, they would have the
gospel in a form they would likely read. He
approached retired computer technician Dale
Detro with a plan.
Detro liked the idea and
went to Walmart where
he found some small
display racks that fit the
tracts. He bought
several racks
and
filled
them with
Chick tracts.
In his
travels, he
would ask a
local store
owner if
he could
place one of
the racks with a “FREE TAKE ONE” sign
on a store counter. He promised to return in
a week and refill the rack if the tracts were
taken. Some owners agreed.
When he returned, he found the racks
nearly empty. He placed more racks in more
stores until he was supplying about 30 of
them a week.
“We thought, when we started, that people
would take them good for awhile, then it
would level off and eventually people would
quit taking them, but it has been just the
opposite,” says, Detro.
“They keep taking them all the
time,” says Detro. After a couple
of years, Detro noticed that, when
he gave a tract to someone, they
would say: “Oh. I’ve seen
these before.”
He had succeeded in
doing something that few
of us accomplish: getting
the gospel to almost
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everyone in his community. Just to be sure,
Detro enlisted other helpers including Rick
Clark and they mailed a tract to
every address in the county
phone book.
The enthusiasm spilled
over into a desire to
bless missionaries and
they began sending
shipments of 10,000
tracts to various mission fields. The church
has dedicated the weekly Wednesday night
offering to the tract ministry.
This has funded the seeding of over
250,000 gospel tracts into their community
and sent tens of thousands of foreign
language tracts into other countries.
Pastor Campbell says that it is so
gratifying to know that almost everyone
in the community has received the gospel
and several have been added to the church
as a result of the tract ministry.
Another ministry, to Hispanics, became
interested in the tracts and Pastor Campbell’s
church began supplying them. Using tracts in
Spanish, they report over 150 people saved.
Soul winners from other states have heard
of Detro’s strategy and asked his advice. He
says, “Call me anytime at (765) 653-5053.”
Inspired by Detro’s success, Chick
Publications has purchased clear plastic
display racks that fit Chick tracts and are
now making them available to anyone who
has a burden to use Detro’s method to reach
his community.
For more information and pricing see the
Chick order form or go to www.chick.com.
Pastor Campbell is sold on the costeffectiveness of tracts: “For the price of
a tract, how much cheaper can you go to
spread the gospel of Jesus Christ? And
anybody can do it.
“And once they do that, the
Lord will open the door to talk to
people. Even people that are shy
can always give out a gospel
tract.”
We cannot force people
to chose Christ, but with
tracts, we can make sure
everyone in our town gets
the gospel. That’s our job.
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NEW

4-POCKET COUNTERTOP RACK
Want to expand your witnessing
ministry, like Dale Detro did?
(See article at left). Just order
one of our brand-new 4-pocket
countertop tract racks.
This high-quality, durable plastic
rack is a great way to reach more
people with the gospel.
Its sleek design and small size
make it ideal for placing on

Figure 2

countertops in small businesses,
or anyplace where people will
see it.
USE IT 2 WAYS
1. If you place tracts flat (above)
it holds 60 tracts (15 per pocket).
2. Or stack the tracts on end (see
Figure 2) and it holds 120 trac ts.
#1917 $11.50
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‘Seasoned’ Soul Winners: We’ve Got
to Pass It On
As this generation of soul winners moves
on, it is critical that the next generation is
inspired (and trained) in witnessing. Sandy
T. of Hawaii is a great grandmother who
is doing it right. She is a 20-year veteran
of using Chick tracts
in her ministry. “Here
in Hilo, my husband
preaches on the street
every Saturday morning
and I distribute tracts.
His is 78 and I will soon
be 66,” she writes.
She also believes that
her family members
may be the youngest in
the tract ministry. “My
great grandchildren,
ages 5 and 6, also go
with me every Saturday.
When they first started,
they were quite shy, but
now, after doing it for
six months, they are
much more aggressive. They can give out
150 tracts easily in an hour because of their
abundant energy.
“They hand them to people on the street
and walk right into stores and give them
to the employees. Because they are little
and cute, most people will take them. The
children know they are working for Jesus,
and they love to do it.
“They have developed their own style.
The older one will talk to people and tell
them she has a gift for them. If they refuse
it, she will try to leave it close to them
hoping they will pick it up after we leave.

“The younger one, a boy, doesn’t talk
much, he just stands right in front of
someone, and holds the tract out until they
either take it or walk around him. If they are
sitting down, he lays it in front of them and
walks off.
“Many people will
not take a tract from
me, but they rarely
turn down these little
evangelists.” These little
ones have overcome,
early, one of the biggest
hang-ups we adults
have: fear. Confidence
in witnessing comes
only by practice.
These grandparents
have given the children
a great gift in this. As
they grow, they will be
ready to understand the
finer points of speaking
to unbelievers about
eternity and will have the boldness to do it.
If you are a “seasoned” soul winner, you
are beginning to feel how short life is. The
next generation must pick up the torch. But
they probably won’t do it unless we infect
them by showing them how easy it is.
Do you know someone younger than you
who loves the Lord but doesn’t witness? If
you show him how to do it, you will help
guarantee that the gospel will continue to
go out even after the Lord takes you home.
Show him how, then give him a pack of
tracts and challenge him to find people to
give them to.

At the J&J Apartments, They Kill You...
Many Bible believers find their
witnessing adventur es mor e exciting
because of Chick tracts. They use them in
amazingly creative ways. Their confidence
grows because Chick tracts get read and
do the job. Here are some of the adventure
stories sent to Chick Publications:
Three weeks ago Pilot Mike (he’s an

airline pilot) and I had gone to a Nation of
Islam mosque here in Las Vegas to hand
out Unforgiven.
One of the fellows at the mosque said
to me as Mike was handing out the tracts
to the people coming out, “Why don’t you
See At the J&J Apartments... page 7
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USE THIS RESOURCE TOOL
TO HELP YOU WITNESS
“… a must for any believer
as a tool for witnessing.”
“… an excellent source for
answers for questions the
lost might come up with. “
“… a really great reference
tool… every Christian should
have a copy!”
“… the best book I have ever
seen on soul winning.”
176 pages, paperback $12.95 #253

If you witness, this collection of
resources will be a valuable tool
as you encounter questions and
objections lost people bring up,
like:
• Why would a loving God send
people to hell?
• All religions are the same.
• What about hypocritical Christians?
• Why does God allow suffering?
• I’m doing the best I can.
• etc. etc. etc.
Pastor Wee provides answers that
will help you keep the discussion
on the topic… their need for Jesus
Christ.

This book also includes sections on
“Creation vs Evolution” and “Endtime Prophecy,” two huge issues
soul-winners face constantly.
You will also find good illustrations
and stories you can use to prepare
sermons, Sunday School and youth
lessons, etc.
Plus you’ll find scriptures you can
use to show that: God is real • All
are sinners • Judgment after death
is unavoidable • God loves us •
Salvation by faith • and much more.

NEW
LAY-FLAT
SPIRAL
BINDING
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Chick Missions Fund Helps Send
240,000 Tracts to Zimbabwe
Not satisfied with
just reaching their
communities, many
Chick customers are
sacrificing to reach
out to the world.
By giving to the
Chick
Missions
Fund, they are
making outreaches
possible that otherwise would not
happen.
For example, 240,000 Chick tracts are
on their way to Zimbabwe, a country savagely torn apart by Satan in recent years.
Provided by the Missions Fund, these
tracts will be a ray of spiritual hope in a
dark land ravaged by wide-spread hunger
and disease. Zimbabwe, once a major
African breadbasket, has been brought to
its knees by a corrupt and heartless government. Its only hope is a spiritual revival.
These tracts, seeded into the population,
can lay a foundation for that.
Burdened for China, the Missions
Fund has also helped several missionaries
get quantities of literature through the
bamboo curtain.
Some estimate that China has the
largest Christian population of any
nation on earth, due to growth in the
underground churches.
However, they desperately need Bibles,
evangelism tools and training materials
for the wave of new converts who are
abandoning communism’s forced atheism.
Copies of the Light of the World DVD are
being widely distributed there.
One missionary has discovered that
Thailand has become a crossroads with
many visitors from other countries. So,
he has requested literature in several
languages to give to people from countries
where Bible literature is kept out. They
will then take it home and share with
family and friends.

Other shipments supported by the
Missions Fund have been going to Manila,
Philippines, Hong Kong, Romania, Italy
and even Denmark.
Europe, both east and west, is a spiritual
wasteland. The missionary in Denmark is
intent on training the local Bible-believers
in witnessing with Chick tracts.
This way, they are using the tracts
to multiply the number of soul winners
who are sowing the seed of the gospel
in a land where just about any kind of
sin is tolerated.
In India, where over a billion people
speak dozens of languages, 100,000 tracts
have been supplied in Telugu, Tamil and
Kannada. Teams are busy using the tracts
to spread the word all over southern India.
The Missions Fund helps missionaries
have a much larger outreach than
otherwise possible.
One missionary alone can only reach a
few people at a time, but with 10,000 tracts
in the language of the people, a whole new
dimension is added to his ministry.
Some are even able to use 100,000 or
more because of the hunger for literature,
especially the gospel in their language,
simply illustrated.
One missionary told us
that when he opened a pack
of tracts, he often
See Missions
Fund... page 7
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At the J&J Apartments...
From Page 4
go to the projects and hand these out?” We
thought that was a good idea, so we did, a
couple of weeks later.
Before we headed into the projects,
we asked a sister where would be the
worst place we could go and she said,
“Well, across the street they beat you
up, and down the street at the J&J
Apartments they kill you!” I was wearing
my “I (heart) Muslims” T-shirt which
is not recommended in a good-ol-boy’s
neighborhood; but in a black neighborhood
with their sympathy (at least) for Louis
Farrakhan, its perfect.
We were able to hand out (with God’s
help) 40-50 tracts and no one turned us
down. We were even able to lead a Muslim
to Christ! I’ve never led a Muslim to
Christ before.
Tim and Mike
Dear Mr. Chick, I would like to
“THANK YOU” for all the years you have
been making the gospel tracts. I really
don’t know what I would do without them.
The gospel tracts have been, and still
are, a part of my daily living and a “huge
blessing” to me. I cannot imagine life
without a Chick tract.
I keep my purse and the dash of my car
loaded with them. I have a silver basket
on my desk at work with the gospel tracts
in it. I have two shelves with Chick tracts
in our closet at home. When the tracts get
low, I order more.
My parents and I have been passing
them out for years. I am 54 years old. I got
saved at age 14 in 1969. I stumbled across
my first Chick Tract in 1972. I have been
passing them out since.
Where I work is near several busy
shopping plazas, a mall, the Army Reserve
Base, the Pittsburgh Air Force Base, and
an Army National Guard Base.
During my lunch hours or when I was
shopping, the Lord gave me opportunities
to pass out Men of Peace, Allah Had No
Son, The Chaplain, and The Promise to
the military men and woman that passed

my way. The pictures and titles got their
attention and I am sure most did read
them. On the other hand, around my home,
there are young teenagers on bikes, skate
boards, etc. I just stop the car, get out and
give them the tracts.
The kids all accept them. I think they
are so shocked that I, a stranger, stopped
and walked up to them. They don’t know
what to do but accept them. Rosemary F.
These adventures illustrate that when
you witness:
Be bold. All they might do is turn you
down. Christ was “rejected of men.” Are
we any different?
Be creative. When you leave the table
at the restaurant, hold a tract in your hand.
Chances are you will find someone to give
it to or a place to “plant” it before you get
out the door.
And Remember: It works because
Chick Tracts get read.
Either they will get saved or be
condemned at the Great White Throne
because they knew the way to salvation
but turned it down.

Missions Fund...
From Page 6
had to just throw them into the air over the
mob around him and quickly scoot out of
the way. But not a one would be left on the
ground afterward.
If you would like to help extend the
hands of a missionary, send your donation
to Chick Missions Fund.
Unfortunately, we are unable to issue
a tax deductable receipt. However, 100
percent of your gifts are used to purchase
and ship literature to missionaries.
If you make the donation through your
church, you can often get a receipt to use
for tax purposes.
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8 Weeks Jail for Distributing Chick
Tracts in Singapore
In a trial that has dragged on for over a
year, Dorothy Leng and Ong Cheong were
finally sentenced to jail for their “offences
[that] affected the very foundation of
Singapore society,” according to Judge
Roy Neighbour.
What did they do? They mailed copies
of Who is Allah? and The Little Bride to
three Muslims.
One filed a complaint which resulted
in their arrest in April, 2008, for violation
of both the Sedition Act and Forbidden
Publications Act. When authorities raided
their condominium, 440 copies of 11
“seditious booklets” were confiscated as
evidence.
In the trial, they were convicted of
promoting “feelings of ill-will and hostility
between different races or classes of the
population of Singapore.” They were
sentenced on four counts of possession
and distribution of “seditious” and

The Straits Times
Photo: Wong Kwai Chow

Ong Cheong and Dorothy Leng
“objectionable” literature. The offences
allowed for jail time of several years and
fines in the thousands. The prosecution
asked for stiffer sentences but the couple
was given minimum sentences of 8 weeks
jail and no fines because it was their first
See Jail... page 11

Homosexual Activist Picked for Job
of National School Safety
Kevin Jennings, founder of the Gay,
As usual, California is leading the nation
Lesbian, Straight Education Network in implementing the “safe schools” poli(GLSEN), has been appointed to a high cies. A state law signed last year stipulated
office in the Obama Education
that no curriculum or instrucDepartment.
tion shall cast homosexuality in
For 20 years, GLSEN has
a negative light.
been responsible for placing
A court case found that offihundreds of homosexual clubs
cials were not required to conin schools and colleges and
sider the desires of the parents
assisting in writing curriculum
in choosing what is taught to
promoting the homosexual lifetheir children in a government
style. It is the driving force
school.
behind the propaganda camIn 2004, The Southern
Kevin Jennings
paign promoting homosexualBaptist Convention opened
ity in government schools nationwide.
debate on whether their members should
If Jennings’ appointment is approved, he consider abandoning the government school
will head up the “safe schools” efforts to system. Sentiment at that time was against
eliminate all opposition to the homosexual the idea, but now high officials are recomagenda in the nation’s government schools. mending an “exit strategy.” This includes
He considers no school “safe” until sodomy
See Homosexual Activist... page 12
is fully accepted by everyone.
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CARTOON
FORMAT
This book from David W.
Daniels, with extensive
cartoon illustrations by Jack
Chick, makes it easy to see
how a Babylonian goddess
became the Virgin Mary.
Well-researched, it pulls
together centuries of
history to show you how
Satan’s ancient Babylonian
religion still lives today
as modern Roman
Catholicism, the most
powerful religious and
secular force on the planet.
#187 • 224 pages
paperback, $11.95
ALSO IN
SPANISH

OTHER BOOKS BY DAVID W. D ANIELS

Item #122

Item #1252

Item #1007

Answers to difficult
questions people
throw at the King
James Bible.
221 pages, $12.95

Learn the two
histories of the
Bible... one pure
and one corrupt.
160 pages, $8.95

Definitions of over
500 less familiar
KJV words.
24 pages, 49¢ each
$12.25 per pack of 25.
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Where Can We Find the True
Words of God?
The Battle Cry Editor recently sat down some. They don’t build on each other. In
with David W. Daniels, author of several fact, some directly contradict each other.
BC: You mean some have verses that
books on the Bible version issue. Here is
the others leave out?
the interview:
BC: How often have you
sat in a group Bible study
King James Version (KJV)
where different Bible
Acts 8:36...what doth hinder me to be baptized?
versions were being
37. And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine
read? “I like this verheart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I
sion better,” someone
believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God.
comments.
38.And he commanded the chariot to stand...
“That one has
too many words
that I don’t understand,”
another
Daniels: Exactly. And others say two
says. “Listen to what this one says,”
chimes in a third. The discussion descends things that cannot both be true. The real
into a contest of whose Bible is the best. question is: “Which one says what God
wants us to know?”
David, what do you recommend?
BC: I don’t understand. If they are both
Daniels: They have missed the point. It
“the Bible,” how could this be? Can you
is the wrong discussion.
They are hung up on which version illustrate?
Daniels: Certainly. Take John 9:35.
is the best. Instead, they are really there
to find out what God said and how to Jesus asked the blind man if he believed
on the Son of God. He said, “Lord, I
obey Him.
BC: But they all have “the Bible.” believe.” And he worshipped Him. But
Doesn’t each version just add a little more the NIV and NASB both say “Son of
enlightenment about what God said? If Man.”
Nowhere in the KJV does it show somethey pool them all together, shouldn’t they
one believing in “the Son of Man.” It’s
get all that God wanted them to know?
Daniels: If all versions said basically always the “Son of God.” The blind man
the same thing, that would be okay. But recognized that Jesus was God because
he worshipped him—and Jesus
some add concepts and others remove
accepted his worship.
It is only acceptable
to worship God, not
New International Version (NIV)
man or even angels.
Acts 8:36.As they traveled along the road, they
came to some water and the eunuch said, “Look,
In many other places
here is water. Why shouldn’t I be baptized?”
the Alexandrian ver37.
?????
sions contradict the
38.And he gave orders to stop the chariot. Then
KJV.
both Philip and the eunuch went down into the
BC: Then, if one
water and Philip baptized him.
contradicts the
other, which one
do we believe?
See Words of God... page 12
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Jail..
From page 8
offence. The judge also explained that the
literature was from a “reputable company”
in the U.S. and had been freely available
through local bookstores. However, the
judge said it was necessary to impose a
sentence “to deter others from committing
similar offences.”
One of the Christian bookstores was also
raided and certain other Chick titles were
banned. This case illustrates a woldwide
trend to impose “harmony” laws. America’s
founding fathers established a constitution
allowing freedom for all religions to
exchange ideas and compete in the public
square.
They knew that, if given this freedom,
the gospel would prevail over Satan’s false
churches and religions. Many other nations
have freedom of religion written into their
constitutions, but take it away with these
“harmony laws.”
Jesus said that His gospel would bring
peace of heart to the individual but it would
bring a sword of division with the world,
even dividing family members against each
other.
Throughout history, those who could
not defeat the gospel in fair competition
have turned to political or religious power.
Islamic countries, for example, do not dare
let the gospel in.
They know that, if the people learn of
a loving God instead of their impersonal,
capricious deity, their power will be lost.
Governments under the thumb of
religion, such as Russia under the
Orthodox, and Latin America under Roman
Catholicism, are other examples where
freedom to preach the gospel is also limited
by political powers.
America and the western world is under
this same subtle attack. Society is being
divided into classes with special privileges
and protections. Anyone who disturbs
the “harmony” of these classes can be
marginalized or even silenced.
Europe is further down that road
than America, where pastors who

11
speak out against legalized sin (such as
homosexuality) are hauled into court.
However, a cloud is gathering over the
Bible believers in America. The new “hate
laws” being considered in our legislatures
are a bold step down that slippery slope.
Promoters of sin have gained power
beyond their numbers. “Hate” will
eventually be defined as anything that
disturbs the “harmony” of the culture.
This, like in Singapore, will be used to
squelch the truth of the gospel, that Jesus
is the only way to heaven. This “divisive”
teaching of the Bible will be ruled as
promoting: “feelings of ill-will and hostility
between different races or classes of the
population,” just like in Singapore.
Soul winners, we need to vote diligently
for our freedom, and get the gospel
out every way we can —while there is
still time.

first

ebook
available

The Watchtower’s Coming Crisis
is the first ebook from Chick
Publications. Order your Kindle or
iPhone copy from amazon.com.
Get it for other PDAs and cell
phones from mobipocket.com.
Watch for more ebooks coming
soon.
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Homosexual Activist...
From page 8

recommending home schooling where possible and local churches banding together to
establish or support local Christian schools.
They see the move as not just protection
for the children from the lies of evolution, humanism, and homosexuality. It is a

Words of God...
From page 10
One must be wrong. Can you give an
example of parts left out?
Daniels: Of course. Look at Acts 8:37.
It is totally missing in the NIV and several
other popular versions.
In others it is bracketed, indicating that
the translators did not believe it belonged
in the Bible.
This is the only place in the Bible that
contradicts the false doctrine of infant
baptism and the only verse that tells what
you must do before being baptized.
BC: So, did God want us to know this
truth or not? That is the question.
Daniels: Right. People are arguing
about the wrong question. It’s not about
which Bible you like the best. It’s which
Bible Jesus was talking about when He
said, in Matthew 24:35, Mark 13:31 and
Luke 21:33 “Heaven and earth shall pass
away but my words shall not pass away?”
Where are those words?
BC: Yes, I see. Did God keep His
promise to preserve His words for all
nations to read? Or were they lost with
the “original autographs,” leaving us only
unreliable copies?
Daniels: God made a promise and He
kept it. The facts of history show that
God’s pure words were preserved through
His faithful followers.
My book, Did the Catholic Church
Give Us The Bible?, gives historical proof
that the King James Bible is those words
that God preserved in English.
For other books on Bible versions by
David W. Daniels, see the or der form or
go to www.chick.com.

unique window of opportunity to provide
an outreach to inner cities as well as the
communities around the local churches as
unbelievers become increasingly disturbed
by the trend in the government schools.
They need to know that other options
are available.
Unbelievers and “casual Christians”
also need to be made aware of God’s
coming judgment on the sins that America
has legalized.
Satan has captured the news media, TV
and the movies and now has his lackeys
in the high levels of our government. The
only avenue we have left is to go directly
to the people.
Many revivals in history have been
sparked by gospel literature spread widely
among the common people. Chick tracts
are good soul winners but they also educate
about sin, which many churches are
failing to do.
And, because Chick tracts get read, all
we need to do is saturate our communities with them and eyes will be opened.
The lies that this generation is believing
will be exposed.
Big Daddy, There Go the Dinosaurs,
and Moving on Up speak to the lie of evolution. Doom Town and Sin City describe
God’s view on sexual perversion. Evil
Eyes, Bewitched and a series on Halloween
inoculate the reader against paganism and
occult lies. Other tracts deal with the lies of
Islam, Mormonism, Masonry, Catholicism,
abortion, and drunkenness.
Most people believe that good works will
keep you out of hell. Almost all Chick tracts
demolish that lie of Satan. They also expose
the lie that there are many ways to heaven
by presenting Jesus as the only way.
Men like Jennings are hell-bent on
forcing these lies on our children. We must
fight back with every weapon we have.
Almost everyone we meet has swallowed
one or more of Satan’s lies.
Chick tracts are one way we can get them
the Truth, even if we don’t have time to
share our personal witness with them.
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Who Is This Allah?
Much has been written on the religion of Islam
and its prophet, but not much is said about the
God of Islam. Why? Because many assume that
Islam’s God and the God of Christianit y are one
and the same. This book reveals the shocking
truth about Allah, and shows why making
this false assumption will eventually lead to
devastating results for all non-Muslims.
#171 • 256 pages, paperback $12.95
Anatomy of The Qur’an
This book shows that the Qur’an is a
disorganized mass of contractions,
historical blunders, misunderstandings of
the Bible, and folk tales. See how the Qur’an
compares to the Bible, and why the Bible is
the ultimate authority you can trust.
#1262 • 160 pages, paperback $9.95

Christ, Muhammad and I
Islam is violent because its founder, Muhammad,
was violent. Mohammad Al Ghazoli, who became
a Christian, reveals the brutal differences between
Muhammad’s violent religion and our loving
Saviour, Jesus Christ.
#1259 • 256 pages, paperback $12.95

The Islamic Invasion
Author Robert Morey was the first to remind
the world that the Allah of Islam is really the
repackaged moon-god of Muhammad’s tribe.
Photos of the Allah idol shown inside.
#173 • 228 pages, paperback $14.95
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Jerusalem...
From page 1
to “internationalize”
the city. Who would
run it is not clear,
but presumably the
United Nations. This
maneuvering by the
Vatican is consistent
with nearly 2000
years of persecution
of the Jews while
fighting for control of
Jerusalem.
Most interesting is
the pope’s view of the
Jews themselves. For
The Pope and Jewish Leader
centuries, Catholicism
touted itself as the new “People of God.” keep that promise. The Jews are back on
Their logic was that since the Jews God’s land and all signs point to the end of
rejected their Messiah, Jesus, they were the “times of the gentiles.” (See Luke 21.)
replaced as God’s favorite people by the
But the other half of God’s promise
only “Christian church” namely, Roman is His curse on those who curse Israel.
Catholicism. The resentment bred by this Mighty nations such as Great Britain, who
theory fueled centuries of persecution of blessed the Jews in the past, are now only
the Jews.
a shadow of their former selves.
As recently as Hitler, world powers
Other nations who have opposed and
have attempted a “final solution” to the persecuted the Jews, are under an obvious
“Jewish problem.” Of course, Islam has curse. The Muslim block of nations is a
its own approach to the Jewish problem, classic example. They war with each other,
but the goal is the same: immediate total and most of their people live in poverty,
annihilation or go settle somewhere else in disease and spiritual darkness with corrupt,
the world until we can eliminate you and oppressive governments.
the rest of the infidels who do not convert
For more information, check the chapter
to Islam.
in the Chick Publications paperback, Hot
Thus Jerusalem, “home of the three, Topics, that deals with God’s care and
great monotheistic religions,” has truly promises about Israel.
become a “burdensome stone.” One by
You will see why God calls it “My Land.”
one, we are watching Israel’s friends turn Other chapters deal with “hot” subjects
a cold shoulder. The world is getting tired such as Islam, porn, pedophiles, satanic
of this pesky, plucky little postage stamp games, and pending laws threatening the
of a country disrupting the hope for world freedom to share the gospel.
harmony.
The story, Somebody Angry?, presented
So, what is a Bible believer to do? in Hot Topics, is also available in tract
God’s eternal promise still stands that form to show people why their government
those who bless the Jews will be blessed. should not make the same mistake and end
(See Genesis 12.) And God’s promise to up a 3rd rate power.
bring Israel back to “My Land” still stands.
With it, we can seed our communities
(See Joel 3.) We, today, are watching Him with God’s point of view about “His Land.”
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J ACK C HICK

Dear Ones in Christ:
ed some tracts and
Today I went fishing for men and ladies. I grabb
crowd. I watched
took my wife to a restaurant. There was a waiting
et was loaded.
for Latinos, Blacks and young ladies. My shirt pock
my Spanish tracts
A Latino busboy was my first fish. He took all of
brought more.
like he had found a gold mine. Hmm. I should have
She gave me a
A server came by. I held up It’s All About You.
another young lady
big smile and grabbed it. When the salad came,
Later, I saw two
received the tract saying, “I love these books!”
to the restroom. I
ladies sitting at the bar that I had to pass to get
, they grabbed it.
gave them It’s a Deal. When they saw the cover
on top of the
In the restroom, I laid the tract in the perfect spot:
gave the young
toilet paper dispenser. Got back for the check and
“Wow! I like these
man waiting on us a copy of Evil Eyes. He said,
books. We’ve got some in the back.”
and I laid the last
We passed a table next to the bar on the way out
d and my wife was
two tracts on it for customers. It was a big crow
would lay the last
ahead of me. Outside, she said, “I prayed that you
I did.
two tracts on that table in the bar.” I told her that
g trip. Are you
It was a really nice lunch and a fun-filled fishin
busy “fishing for men,” too?
Your brother in Christ,
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You take up too much space!
You’re bullies
and oppressors.

That’s MY land!

Israel

See Zechariah 12.
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